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Abstract

While amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques are considered a hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease, clin-

ical trials focused on targeting gamma secretase, an enzyme involved in aberrant Aβ
peptide production, have not led to amelioration of AD symptoms or synaptic dysreg-

ulation. Screening strategies based on mechanistic, multi-omics approaches that go

beyond pathological readouts can aid in the evaluation of therapeutics. Using early-

onset Alzheimer’s (EOFAD) disease patient lineage PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neurons,

we performed RNA-seq to characterize AD-associated endotypes, which are in turn

used as a screening evaluation metric for two gamma secretase drugs, the inhibitor

Semagacestat and the modulator BPN-15606. We demonstrate that drug treatment

partially restores the neuronal state while concomitantly inhibiting cell cycle re-entry

and dedifferentiation endotypes to different degrees depending on the mechanism of

gamma secretase engagement. Our endotype-centric screening approach offers a new

paradigm bywhich candidate AD therapeutics can be evaluated for their overall ability

to reverse disease endotypes.
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1 NARRATIVE

1.1 Contextual background

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is neurodegenerative form of dementia char-

acterized by the progressive worsening of cognitive abilities. While

early-onset familial AD (EOFAD), caused by mutations in the PSEN1,

PSEN2, and APP genes, only accounts for at most 5% of all AD cases,

it shares the hallmark pathology and symptoms with the sporadic,

late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD): misfolded β-amyloid (Aβ) accu-
mulating as neuritic plaques and hyperphosphorylated tau aggregat-

ing as tangles combined with progressive memory loss and cognitive

decline.1 The presenilins (PSEN1 and PSEN2) are the catalytic subunit

of the gamma secretase protease complex, which ultimately prote-

olyzes Aβ peptides derived from the amyloid precursor protein (APP).

The ratio of Aβ42, the Aβ peptide form with the highest pathogenic

potential andmost abundant in plaques,2,3 to Aβ40 (i.e. the Aβ42/Aβ40
ratio) has been found to be consistently increased across over 200

familial AD-linked mutations.4 Therapeutic compounds designed to

treat AD by inhibiting gamma secretase enzymatic activity, such as

Semagacestat and Avagacestat, successfully lowered Aβ peptides in

both mice and humans but did not arrest disease progression, and in

some patients, worsened symptoms.5,6 The repeated failure of drugs

targeting Aβ pathology challenged whether AD-associated pathol-

ogy is the driver of disease etiology, or a consequence. A consis-

tent observation in both AD model systems as well as postmortem

patient brain samples is the loss of synaptic connectivity and activ-

ity; as a result, any hypothesis focused on deciphering the molecu-

lar mechanisms causing AD inception and progression alternative to

the amyloid hypothesis must address and contextualize this loss of

synaptic function. While historically the analysis of AD has focused on

molecular readouts related to disease pathology—including Aβ pep-

tide production and modifications of tau protein—the advent and

popularization of omics approaches, particularly RNA-seq, ATAC-seq,

and ChIP-seq, applied to the study of AD has actualized the abil-

ity to investigate the molecular mechanisms of disease onset and

progression.

While studies on postmortem AD patient brain have provided a

breadth of insight into disease progression, they offer only a snapshot

at later stages of the disease. In contrast, human induced pluripotent

stem cells (iPSCs) generated from EOFAD donor patient fibroblasts

and differentiated into neurons (and other types of brain cells) offer

the ability to investigate AD at the earliest stages of disease incep-

tion. Recent work by us and others have used a systems-level, multi-

omics approach to characterize the molecular mechanisms of disease

onset using EOFAD iPSC-derived neuron and LOAD induced neuron

(iN) model systems, respectively. In our previous study, we generated

iPSC-derivedneurons frompatients carrying four distinctPSEN1muta-

tions and performed RNA-seq, ATAC-seq, and ChIP-seq to identify AD

phenotype substates, or endotypes, defining transcriptional network

modulation in order to ask the fundamental question: what are the

molecular mechanisms which cause the inception and progression of

AD?Wedemonstrated that the overarching endotypes associatedwith

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: To date, there are no successful drugs

that have been developed to target Alzheimer’s disease

(AD). This is primarily due to the absence of accurate ani-

malmodels, thedifficulty of assessingdiseasephenotypes

in cellular and other model systems, and the absence of

AD drug screening strategies. Recently, patient-derived,

induced pluripotent stem cells differentiated into neu-

rons have been used asmodel systems, making it possible

to map cellular endotypes that reflect in vivo AD pathol-

ogy.

2. Interpretation: Having developed AD-specific endotypes

in familial AD cellular systems, we present here a novel

strategy based on endotype screening. We apply this

approach to assess the efficacy of two drugs which target

the gamma secretase, the enzyme involved in aberrant

Aβ-peptide cleavage and consequently amyloid plaques.

We show the limitations of these drugs in their inability

to address all disease endotypes.

3. Future directions: This manuscript proposes a new

framework for drug screening in AD. In cellular model

systems, we can assess if the mechanisms of pathol-

ogy are addressed through redressing the disease endo-

types. Such an assessment can be accomplished through

examination of the expression phenotypes associated

with aberrant mechanisms. This drug screening approach

could be appliednot only to the future evaluationof famil-

ial AD endotypes and AD drugs but expanded to sporadic

AD and extended to other dementias–including Parkin-

son’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and ALS.

EOFAD—including activation of cell cycle reentry, non-ectoderm lin-

eage dedifferentiation, and inflammation combined with the repres-

sion of neuronal lineage state specification and synaptic function—are

driven by changes in the chromatin landscape.7 The combined effect

of activation of dedifferentiation programs coupled with loss of the

mature neuronal lineage state cause EOFAD neurons to traverse the

lineage landscape to a less-differentiated state.Mertens et al. applied a

similar approach integrating RNA-seq and ATAC-seq performed on iNs

generated from sporadic, late-onset AD patients, showing that modu-

lation of these disease endotypes at the chromatin landscape level is

a hallmark of LOAD as well.8 Furthermore, recent network analysis of

large LOAD patient cohorts such as the Religious Orders Study and

Memory and Aging Project (ROSMAP) have identified disease mod-

ules related to synaptic loss, remodeling of neuronal lineage and the

chromatin landscape, and inflammation.9 As our iPSC-derived neuron

model system and the characterized endotypes faithfully recapitulate

humanpatientbrain transcriptomic signatures associatedwithEOFAD,

as well as sporadic LOAD modeled with iNs or observed in patient
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brains, it offers a new paradigm for evaluating candidate therapeutic

compounds.

From previous work, it is evident that mutations in PSEN1 have

wide effects potentially unrelated to APP cleavage into Aβ peptides,

potentially due to the hundreds of alternative gamma secretase sub-

strates which may also undergo aberrant processing activity.10 There-

fore, targeting of gamma secretase activity could still potentially offer

therapeutic benefit if a candidate drug were able to address not only

aberrant Aβ peptide production, but molecular disease endotypes as

well. In response to the failure of targeting gamma secretase via inhi-

bition, members of our team developed a class of gamma secretase

modulators, including the compound BPN-15606, which preferentially

reduces Aβ42 peptide production while not affecting overall gamma

secretase activity.11,12 In the study presented here, we sought to eval-

uate the ability of the novel gamma secretase modulator (GSM), BPN-

15606, in comparison with a previously developed gamma secretase

inhibitor (GSI) Semagacestat, to transcriptionally revert disease endo-

types towards a healthy control state. In addition to validating the

novel screening strategy, we can delineate the distinct effects of the

two drugs on endotype resolution.

1.2 Study design and main results

Non-demented control (NDC) and PSEN1A246E iPSCs were differenti-

ated into CD184–/CD44– neurons as previously described.7,13 As the

PSEN1A246E mutation causes aberrant processing of APP, and modu-

lation of Aβ peptide dynamics has historically been a primary metric

by which gamma secretase-targeting compounds are evaluated, we

first treated NDC and PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neurons with the GSI

Semagacestat and theGSMBPN-15606 andperformeddose-response

curves for APP proteolysis. As we previously reported, treatment with

GSM selectively blocked Aβ42 and Aβ40 peptide production while

Aβ38peptideandoverall Aβproduction remainedunaffected.11 In con-

trast, treatment with GSI blocked all Aβ peptide types as well as total
Aβproduction. Interestingly, theGSMBPN-15606has a preference for

the EOFAD mutant form of gamma secretase, whereas the GSI Sema-

gacestat has a preference forwild-type gamma secretase, as evidenced

by IC50 measurements in NDC and PSEN1A246E neurons. Next, we per-

formedRNA-seqonNDCandPSEN1A246E neurons treatedwith vehicle

(DMSO),GSI, orGSMat highly efficacious concentrations (3.16μM) for

72 hours. In concordance with our previous analysis of the PSEN1A246E

condition, differential expression, and enrichment analysis of the

untreated PSEN1A246E neurons relative to NDC neurons revealed four

key AD-associated endotypes: activation of cell cycle reentry and ded-

ifferentiation combined with repression of neuronal lineage definition

and neuronal function. The combination of these disease endotypes

drive neurons to a precursor-like, mixed lineage state, as evidenced by

the activation of transcriptional regulators associated with alternative

lineages (eg, mesendoderm lineage regulators, non-glutamatergic

neuronal regulators) identified by multiple analysis approaches with

unique underlying reference databases (ie, SwissRegulon, DoRothEA,

and ENCODE-ChEA consensus databases). With establishing these

four endotypes as molecular gene modules, we next sought to deter-

mine the extent to which these two drug compounds reversed the

aberrant dysregulation of each endotype program back towards a

healthy NDC state. This revealed that in addition to their differential

modulation of proteolytic Aβ processing, the GSI Semagacestat and

the GSM BPN-15606 have varying abilities to reverse each disease

endotype in PSEN1A246E neurons. We observed that GSM treatment

results in a greater downregulation compared with GSI treatment

of the cell cycle reentry and dedifferentiation endotypes activated

in the PSEN1A246E condition. For the neuron lineage and neuron

function endotypes, the results were more nuanced, and the aberrant

upregulation of early neuronal precursor state, due to activation of the

transcriptional regulators OTX2 and RBPJ leading to upregulation of

their corresponding target genes, is subsequently downregulated to a

greater extent by GSM treatment compared to GSI; this comparative

advantage of GSM treatment is also observed with respect to reversal

of PSEN1A246E-induced downregulation of late stage neuron and

synaptic mitochondrial function mediated by NRF1. In contrast, GSI

treatment resulted in a more significant reversal (activation) of late

neuronal lineage commitment and synaptic function programs, which

are comprised of mainly REST- andMYT1L-controlled genes.

1.3 Study perspectives

In this study, we have demonstrated the utility of AD-associated tran-

scriptional endotypes as metrics for evaluating candidate disease-

modifying therapeutics. In concordance with our previous analysis

of PSEN1 mutant iPSC-derived neurons and patient brains, the hall-

mark mechanistic endotypes of familial AD characterized here using

the PSEN1A246E mutation all contribute to driving neurons to a ded-

ifferentiated, mixed lineage state: activation of cell cycle and ded-

ifferentiation endotypes combined with repression of neuronal lin-

eage and synaptic function endotypes. We report that GSM treatment

results in a greater reversal than GSI of the cell cycle and dediffer-

entiation endotypes, whereas GSM and GSI treatment both result in

the reversal of the neuronal function endotype by targeting different

transcriptional axes: GSM via activation of NRF1-controlled neuron

mitochondrial energy genes and GSI via activation of REST-repressed

and MYT1L-activated synaptic function genes. Our analysis of treat-

ment efficacy at the endotype-level, especially when considering the

effects on Notch-related gene expression, may aid in illustrating why

inhibitors of gamma-secretase are not only ineffective at impeding but

appear to accelerate the rate of disease progression. However, this

analysis further suggests that even preferential alteration of gamma-

secretase mediated Aβ peptide production alone may be insufficient

at delaying overall disease progression. The suitability of experimen-

tal iPSC systems to test the efficacy of potential therapeutics has been

investigated by us and others.14,15 Here, we demonstrate that dis-

ease endotypes identified in our iPSC-derived neuron experimental

system, reflective of processes that occur in EOFAD patient brains,

not only can be used to evaluate the suitability of candidate thera-

peutic compounds and further characterize the mode by which they
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reverse aberrant transcriptional regulatory mechanisms to drive neu-

rons back to a more differentiated state, but also that drug com-

pounds may have differential effects in healthy and AD model

systems. Therefore, testing candidate drugs in model systems which

faithfully recapitulate disease endotypes is imperative. Common

disease-associated modules related to loss of synaptic function, loss of

neuronal lineage state, cell cycle reentry, and dedifferentiation, which

wehave referred to here as endotypes, aremolecular phenomenawell-

described in AD literature but also recently characterized by systems-

level analysis of multi-omics data in EOFAD patient iPSC-neurons and

postmortem brains,7 sporadic AD iPSC-derived neurons and iNs,8 and

sporadicADpatient postmortembrains.9 Ourworkhere, strengthened

by recent findings, demonstrates that these molecular disease endo-

types represent common AD transcriptomically-defined states associ-

atedwith disease onset and progression and collective targets for drug

interventions.

The work we present here demonstrates the utility and potential

of using AD endotype reversal as a screening metric for the evalua-

tion of candidate drug compounds. This paves the way for addressing

the following challenges and limitations in ADdrug discovery research,

which can be leveraged into potential advantages for future stud-

ies. The first limitation centers on the lack of diversity of AD sub-

types: although this study focuses on EOFAD, specifically a hallmark

PSEN1 mutation—PSEN1A246E —which shares common disease endo-

types observed in other PSEN1 mutations in iPSC neurons, EOFAD

brains, and LOAD iNs, there may be other endotypes associated with

other forms of AD that are not captured in this mutation. The two

drugs studied here specifically target gamma secretase cleavage activ-

ity, therefore amutation in PSEN1, which are themost common drivers

of EOFAD, waswell suited to test the ability of the compounds tomod-

ulate aberrant gene programs. Future work is needed to identify alter-

native disease endotypes potentially associatedwith alternative forms

of EOFAD and late-onset sporadic AD as well as those associated with

other non-familial, early-onset sporadic forms of AD—which have not

beenwell-represented in the large cohorts of AD patients studied thus

far. However, the approach used for such future studies and the result-

ing insights gleaned may differ when focusing on forms of AD induced

by familial mutations in PSEN1, PSEN2, and APP (ie, familial AD) versus

those caused by the complex interplay between factors including gene

polymorphisms (eg, APOE, CLU, TREM2), genetic background, sex, and

age (ie, non-autosomal dominant AD [ADAD]).16 Here, the model sys-

tem used must be tailored to both the specific type of AD as well as

the question being asked: while the iPSC-derived neuron system has

been extensively used tomodel the highly penetrative EOFAD-causing

familial mutations, an alternativemodel, such as iNs, may bemore suit-

able to investigate the specific effects of sporadic AD risk factors. This

is due to the fact that iPSC-derived cells likely undergo an age-related,

epigenetic reset that may confound the study of non-ADAD types. An

iN model system, which bypasses the epigenetic and chromatin reset

via direct conversion from a fibroblast to a neuron, may be necessary

in order to apply the endotype-centric screening approach to iden-

tify endotypes in non-ADAD subtypes, where the disease state may be

more heterogeneous and dependent on a combination of age-related

chromatin modifications or specific epigenetic configurations, genetic

background, and risk factors such as APOEε4. It is important to note

that the canonical sporadic AD risk factors may also play a role in the

onset and progression of EOFAD caused by familial mutations, even

though the interactionof these twodisease axes is notwell understood.

In this study, donor lines were selected to limit potential confound-

ing effects from these risk factors, namely by (1) selecting for non-

APOE4 carriers in both NDC (APOEε2/3) and PSEN1A246E (APOEε3/3)
lines, (2) selecting an aged NDC donor (85 years) to reduce contribu-

tion of genetic background or aging that may potentiate towards AD,

and (3) only using lines originating from male donors. Although neu-

rons are potentially less affected by the APOEε4 allele than astrocytes

or microglia among brain cell types, there may be similar dysregula-

tion of neuron differentiation induced by APOEε4 relative to APOEε3
in an isogenic background as observed for PSEN1mutations.17 In con-

trast, the protective nature of the APOEε2 is less well understood.

Differential analysis of APOEε2 allele carriers relative to APOEε3 or

APOEε4 carriers in postmortem AD patient brains revealed increased

mitochondrial function, unfolded protein response, and proteasomal

degradation.18 However, it is unclear whether this difference repre-

sents insight into the protective contributions of the APOEε2 allele

or an alternative path to a common sporadic AD endpoint. Interest-

ingly, Lefterov et al. did not observe any differentially expressed genes

between APOEε3 and APOEε4 carrier AD patients, highlighting the

heterogeneous nature of sporadic AD, particularly when considering

APOEε4 status. Another recent study explored the APOEε2 allele in

an isogenic hiPSC-derived neuron model both in isolation and in con-

junction with familial AD mutations in PSEN1 and APP.19 The authors

demonstrated that although the APOEε2 allele lowered Aβ produc-

tion and Aβ42/Aβ40 ratios in PSEN1A246E mutant iPSC-derived neu-

rons, it did not affect Aβ levels or ratios relative to the APOEε3 allele.

Another study in human patients demonstrated the protective effect

of APOEε2 in PSEN1E280E carriers, possibly due tomaintained lipid pro-

cessing, repressionof synapsepruningbyastrocytes, andproper innate

immune regulation in microglia.20,21 These studies highlight that alter-

native APOE alleles—either APOEε2 or APOEε4—may be confounding

factors when in combination with EOFAD (caused by familial muta-

tions) or sporadic AD.While a baseline APOEε2 carrier NDC, as used in
this study, is less likely to affect the differential analysis than APOEε4,
it is possible that contribution of APOEε2 could exist along the same

gene expression axis as disease endotypes; while literature evidence

may point to APOEε2 offering increased protection of disease endo-

types, going beyond speculation would require specific experiments.

On the one hand, in lieu of an isogenic background, an APOEε2 control

line could provide additional likelihood that it is truly non-demented—

but it could also increase the apparent severity of disease endotypes in

a familial ADmutation beyond what an APOEε3/APOEε3NDC baseline

would provide.

Fortunately, the resources necessary to facilitate the study of famil-

ial AD mutations as well as AD risk factor genes in an isogenic

genetic background are quickly expanding: the recently announced

induced pluripotent stem cell Neurodegenerative Disease Initiative

(iNDI) plans to make available iPSC lines capturing 134 different AD
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and dementia-associated gene variants.22 These AD iPSC lines will be

generated using an isogenic background, whichwill enable the identifi-

cation of disease endotypes caused by eachmutation aswell as directly

compare the endotype-resolving ability of a candidate AD therapeutic

in a given AD gene variant iPSC-derived neuron line relative to the iso-

genic background control.

The second limitation is centered on the potential limits of an

iPSC-derived neuron or iN model system: there is increasing evidence

that some mechanisms contributing to AD progression occur at the

interplay between neurons and alternative brain cell types, including

microglia and astrocytes. This could be addressed in two ways: firstly,

by exploring familial AD mutations and AD risk genes using iPSC-

derived microglia and astrocytes, particularly for risk genes which

may have a larger disease effect in these cell types relative to neu-

rons; and secondly, by using an iPSC-derived brain organoidmodel sys-

tem to capture disease endotypes arising due to interactions between

multiple brain cell types. Recent advances in the direct conversion of

fibroblasts to astrocytes could aid in the exploration of AD risk fac-

tors where age-related epigenetic conformations may play a combina-

torial role.23,24 The third limitation is due to the short duration of drug

treatment: iPSC-derived neurons do not generally survive for longer

than 3 weeks in culture, so drug treatment regimens will necessarily

be considerably shorter than in mouse model or human studies. The

drug treatment duration could also be the reason that for both GSI

and GSM treatments, as the cell cycle and dedifferentiation endotypes

were modulated more substantially than the neuron lineage and func-

tion endotypes. However, iPSC-derived organoids have the potential

to address this caveat as well: brain organoids can be grown for as

long as a year in culture, offering the ability for longer treatment reg-

imens which could accurately approximate human clinical trials. These

potential weaknesses of the iPSC-derived neuron model system with

respect to the study limitations can, in the right context, be lever-

aged into strengths; for one, the differentiation protocol from iPSCs

to neurons is much more established, and easier to perform, than that

of iNs or iPSC-derived organoids. Further, the differentiation process

can be performed from the iPSC stage to NSC stage and NSCs frozen

for long-term storage, allowing researchers to make large quantities

of NSCs at one time and then continuing the differentiation process

from NSCs to neurons at a later time for studying drug treatment. An

endotype screening approach could be devised using a combination of

two or more of these cell model systems in series: the first phase of

drug screening could be done at a medium- to high-throughput level in

iPSC-derived neurons, followed by a second phase for promising drugs

which modulate endotypes in the previous phase in more complex iN

and iPSC-derived organoidmodels.

1.4 Conclusions and future recommendations

One key aspect of validating this endotype screening approach will be

connecting the genemodules to physiological readouts related to each

given endotype. For example, the cell cycle endotype, whereby gene

expression signatures imply neuronal re-entry into the cell cycle, can

be directly related to a measurement of the proportion of cells in the

G0-G1, S, andG2-Mphases. Indeed, EOFAD iPSC-derivedneurons from

multiple PSEN1 mutations demonstrate decreased proportion of cells

in the G0-G1 and S phases and increased proportion of cells in the G2-

M phase of the cell cycle.7 The reversal of these EOFAD trends by can-

didate drugs could be used as both validation of endotype screening as

well as amethod for further evaluation of each given drug.

The development of AD therapeutics presents several challenges.

First, there is a need for understanding the combination ofmechanisms

that initiate and progress the pathology, preferably in a causal manner,

to intervene in such a way that addresses the disease severity. Integra-

tive, multiscale molecular measurements offer the scope to decipher

such mechanisms. Next, we need model systems that are amenable

to ex vivo experimental investigations while preserving the patholog-

ical mechanisms present in the human brain. Patient-derived trans-

formable pluripotent cells offer the scope for developing such mod-

els, both at the level of individual cell types and brain organoid, with

the latter involving vascularization of patient-specific organoids, for

mechanistic investigations. Lastly, we need precise screens for validat-

ing the efficacy of therapeutics in alleviating the pathology. Endotype

screens, such as the ones developed in this work, offer the opportu-

nity to evaluate future drugs. Investigations at the nexus ofmulti-omics

systems biology, stem cell technology, and high throughput screening

approaches offer the best scope for addressing AD. In summary, the

endotype screening approach which we have described here serves

as a new paradigm for the evaluation of candidate therapeutics that

can be easily expanded to alternative omics measurements (including

quantitativemeasurements of chromatin dynamics via approaches like

ATAC-seq, ChIP-seq, and HiC), transformed cell types (such as iNs and

iPSC-derived organoids), as well as other neurodegenerative disease.

2 CONSOLIDATED RESULTS

In our previous work, we used iPSC-derived neurons from EOFAD

patients to identify disease-causal endotype mechanisms associated

with AD and validated them in EOFAD postmortem patient brain.7

Furthermore, we demonstrated that a gamma secretase modulator

(GSM), BPN-15606, preferentially targets theplaque-formingpeptides

Aβ42 and Aβ40 and attenuates cognitive impairment in wild-type and

PSAPP ADmouse models, respectively.11,12 In light of this, we hypoth-

esized that the GSM BPN-15606 may be effective at reversing dys-

regulated AD endotypes and sought to investigate drug efficacy in our

clinically relevant EOFAD iPSC-derivedneuronmodel.We selected the

PSEN1A246E EOFAD mutation to study endotype drug modulation and

expanded our drug treatment to include a gamma secretase inhibitor

(GSI) previously developed and tested by Eli Lilly, Semagacestat.

First, we treated NDC and PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neurons with

vehicle (DMSO), GSI (Semagacestat), or GSM (BPN-15606), and mea-

sured Aβ peptide levels. While GSI treatment lowered levels of all

Aβ peptide forms (Aβ42, Aβ40, Aβ38, and total Aβ), GSM treatment
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preferentially lowered Aβ42 and Aβ40 levels while Aβ38 and total

Aβ levels were unaffected. Interestingly, GSM treatment had a lower

IC50 for Aβ42 and Aβ40 in PSEN1A246E neurons compared with NDC,

whereas the inverse was true for GSI treatment.

Next, we performed differential expression and enrichment analy-

sis of NDC and PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neuron RNA-seq, revealing

1589 upregulated and 1676 downregulated genes in the PSEN1A246E

condition. Using a combination of ontology enrichment and Transcrip-

tion Factor (TF) activity analysis, and in line with our previous study on

PSEN1A246E neurons, we observed five key endotypes associated with

the disease state: upregulation of non-ectoderm dedifferentiation,

cell cycle, and inflammation endotypes, and downregulation of neu-

ronal lineage and synaptic function endotypes.We extended this same

approach to PSEN1A246E neurons treated with GSI or GSM relative

to vehicle treatment (DMSO). Interestingly, GSM treatment resulted

in a higher number of differentially expressed genes than GSI treat-

ment, with 188 upregulated and 356 downregulated genes compared

with 78upregulated and199downregulated genes, respectively. Using

ISMARAandDoRothEATFactivity analysismethods,wecompared the

ability of GSI and GSM treatment to modulate aberrantly activated or

repressed TFs in thePSEN1A246E condition for regulators related to the

five key endotypes. This revealed that whereas GSM treatment has a

stronger modulating effect on the TF activity of regulators related to

the cell cycle and dedifferentiation endotypes, GSI has a strongermod-

ulating effect on those related to neuronal lineage and synaptic func-

tion. This observed effect was sustained using classic hypergeometric

andGSEA enrichment tests with reference ontology databases such as

Hallmark, Reactome, and Gene Ontology: GSM treatment results in a

higher number of genes significantly downregulated as well as a higher

statistical significance of gene sets downregulated related to cell cycle

and non-ectoderm lineage dedifferentiation compared to GSI treat-

ment. The gamma secretase complex has numerous substrates in addi-

tion to APP, including Notch; the PSEN1A246E mutation may contribute

to aberrant Notch protein processing, resulting in altered expression

of notch signaling genes and significant enrichment of Notch signaling

gene sets as a whole. Interestingly, although GSM treatment retains

normal Notch processingwhereasGSI restricts notch processing, GSM

has a more significant effect on downregulating the aberrant upreg-

ulation of Notch signaling genes in the PSEN1A246E condition. With

respect to the neuronal lineage and synaptic function endotypes, we

observed different mechanisms by which GSI and GSM treatment

reverses towards the non-demented control state. The dysregulation

of the neuronal lineage state in the PSEN1A246E condition is marked

by concomitant upregulation of early-stage neuronal lineage commit-

ment (controlled by regulators such as OTX2 and RBPJ) and downreg-

ulation of later stage neuronal lineage definition (controlled by regula-

tors such as REST, MYT1L, and NRF1). Whereas GSM has a more sig-

nificant effect on downregulating the aberrant upregulation of OTX2

and RBPJ (early commitment) as well as NRF1 (later stage in neuronal

development and mitochondrial function) target genes, GSI treatment

has amore significant effect on upregulating the aberrant downregula-

tion of MYT1L and REST target genes (later stage in neuronal lineage

specification and synaptic function).

3 DETAILED METHODS AND RESULTS

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 iPSC line generation

NDC fibroblasts (Male; Age at biopsy: 85 years; APOE status: ε2/ε3)
were derived from skin biopsies in accordance with UC San Diego IRB

approval as previously described,13 whereas PSEN1A246E fibroblasts

(Male; Age of onset: 50 years; Age at biopsy: 56 years; APOE status:

ε3/ε3) were obtained commercially (Coriell Cat. AG06840). The gener-

ation and characterization of the iPSC lines were carried out as pre-

viously reported25,26 from fibroblasts by retroviral transduction using

the reprogramming factorsOCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and c-MYC.

3.1.2 Human neuron preparation

The protocol used for neuron preparation was previously

described.7,13 Briefly, PA6 cells were plated in a 10 cm dish and

seeded with 100,000 cells iPSC next day. To enhance neural induction,

cultures were treated with 500 ng/mL Noggin (R&D Systems) and 10

μM SB431542 (Tocris) for the first 6 days of differentiation. On day

12, neural stem cells (NSCs) were sorted using cell surface signature

CD24+/CD184+/CD44–/CD271–.

NSCs were expanded in NSC growth medium (DMEM:F12+

Glutamax (Thermo Fisher Cat. 10565018), 1x B-27 (Thermo

Fisher Cat. 17504044), 1x N-2 (Thermo Fisher Cat. 17502001),

1x Penicillin-Streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Cat. 15070063), and

20 ng/mL human bFGF-2 (BioPioneer Cat. HRP-0011)). At 80% con-

fluence, the medium was changed to neuron differentiation medium

(DMEM:F12+Glutamax, 1x B-27, 1x N-2, 1x Penicillin-Streptomycin)

for 3 weeks of differentiation. After differentiation, the cultures were

dissociatedwithAccutase (SigmaCat. A6964). Cellswere resuspended

in 200 μL of iMag buffer (1x neural differentiation medium, 0.5 μM
EDTA, 0.5% Bovine Serum Albumin) followed by incubation with PE

Mouse Anti-HumanCD184 and CD44 antibodies (BDBiosciences Cat.

561733 and 561858, respectively) for 15 minutes on ice in the dark.

Themixturewaswashedwith iMag buffer and subsequently incubated

with anti-PE conjugated magnetic beads (BD Biosciences) for 30 min-

utes at room temperature. Magnetic bead separation was carried

out for 8 minutes according to the manufacturer’s protocol (BD Bio-

sciences). The supernatant containing purified CD184–/CD44–

neurons was then removed and spun down for downstream

applications.

3.1.3 Compounds

The novel GSM BPN-15606, (S)-N-(1-(4-fluorophenyl)ethyl)-6-(6-

methoxy-5-(4-methyl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)yridine-2-yl)-4-methylpyrida

zin-3-amine, was prepared at Albany Molecular Research Inc. (Albany

NY) using methods previously reported.27 The pharmacological and
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toxicological properties of the GSM BPN-15606 have been previously

described.11,12 The GSI Semagacestat, N-[N-(3,5-difluorophenacetyl)-

L-alanyl]-S-phenylglycine t-butyl ester, was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (Millipore Sigma, Cat. 425386-60-3).

3.1.4 RNA sequencing

iPSC-derivedneuronswere grownasdescribed and treatedwith either

the vehicle DMSO (0.01% v/v), the GSI Semagacestat, or the GSM

BPN-15606 for 72 hours at a concentration of 3.16μM as described

previously.28 Total RNA from purified human NDC (biological repli-

cates, DMSO n=3) and PSEN1A246E (biological replicates, DMSO n=3;

Semagacestat n = 3; BPN-15606 n = 3) iPSC-derived neurons was

prepared using Rneasy Plus Micro Kit (Qiagen Cat. 74034) accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s protocol. Libraries were prepared for RNA-

seq using the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library prep kit (Illumina,

Cat. RS-122-2303) by the Ribo-Zero ribosomal RNA reductionmethod

(Illumina). Samples were sequenced at the UC San Diego Institute for

Genomics Center sequencing core on an Illumina HiSeq4000 generat-

ing Paired-End, 75 bp reads with an average of 100 million reads per

sample (Illumina, Cat. FC-410-1001).

3.1.5 Data processing and differential expression
analysis

Raw RNA-seq data was uploaded into Illumina’s BaseSpace Sequence

Hub, a cloud-based computing environment, for data processing. Sam-

ple read quality was assessed using the FastQC 1.0.0 program (one

NDC sample was deselected for poor input RNA and read quality).

Read mapping to the human genome (UCSC hg19) was performed

using TopHat2 v2.0.729 and BowTie v0.12.9 within the TopHat Align-

ment v1.0 app on the Basespace platform, selecting the stranded and

fusion calling features with the default parameters. Transcripts were

assembled and abundances estimated using Cufflinks v.2.1.130 within

the Cufflinks Assembly & DE v1.1 app on the Basespace platform,

using the novel transcript assembly and adjusting transcript assem-

bly for non-polyA selection. Differential expression analysis was per-

formed with Cuffdiff v2.2 using the FPKM values generated from

Cufflinks assembly within the Illumina Basespace Cufflinks Assem-

bly & DE v1.1 app. Genes were deemed to have significant differen-

tial expression if they had a FDR-adjusted P-value of < .05. The log2

fold change (log2FC) and corresponding FDR P-value for PSEN1A246E

(vehicle-treated, DMSO) were calculated relative to the NDC (vehicle-

treated,DMSO) condition,while the log2FCandFDRP-value for Sema-

gacestat or BPN-15606 treatment were calculated in relative to the

untreated PSEN1A246E (DMSO) condition.

3.1.6 Transcription factor activity analysis

TF activity analysis was performed using ISMARA31 and DoRothEA.32

For ISMARA analysis, fastq.gz RNA-seq files for all iPSC-derived neu-

ron conditions were uploaded to ismara.unibas.ch for processing fol-

lowed by sample average. In order to determine a directional z-score

for each enriched motif identified, the z-score for each given motif

was multiplied by the sign of the Pearson correlation between each

motif and its target genes and the direction of change in expression

for said target genes (ie, −1 for downregulated genes, +1 for upregu-

lated genes). For motifs associated with miRNAs, qPCR expression in

previous studies (miR-9, miR-124) or literature evidence (eg, miR-218)

was used to determine a positive of negative correlationwith gene tar-

gets of the given motif. For DoRothEA analysis, gene expression signa-

tureswere ranked by the -log10 of the FDR-adjusted P-valuemultiplied

by the sign of the log2FC. TF activity analysis was performed using the

msviper function in the viper33 R packagewith theDoRothEAC regulon

network.

3.1.7 Gene set enrichment analysis

Gene Set Enrichment and Pathway Analysis for RNA-seq was per-

formed using the fgseamultilevel function in the fgsea34 R package

with two TF-gene target databases, ENCODE-ChEA Consensus from

Enrichr,35,36 incorporating the consensus genes targets identified for

104 TFs from the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project37

and Chip-X Enrichment Analysis (ChEA) datasets, and ReMap,38 as

well as two ontological databases, Gene Ontology-Biological Process

(GOBP)39 and Hallmark Pathway.40 For the weighted, directional fgsea

statistical enrichment test, geneswere rankedby the -log10 of theFDR-

adjusted P-valuemultiplied by the sign of the log2FC.When redundant

gene sets were similarly enriched (gene sets corresponding to analo-

gous biological processes), the gene set with the higher FDR q-value

was presented.

Disease endotype gene lists were generated using published gene-

set terms; for the cell cycle endotype, the Reactome: Cell cycle, Hall-

mark: G2-M phase, Hallmark: E2F targets, and ENCODE-ChEA Con-

sensus: FOXM1 targets gene lists were used; for the dedifferentiation

endotype, the Hallmark: EMT and the dbEMT v1.041 gene lists were

used; for the neuron lineage endotype, the Reactome: Neuronal sys-

tem, GOBP: Neuron differentiation, SOX11 target genes,42 and RBPJ

target genes43; for the synaptic function endotype, the Reactome:

Neuronal system, GOBP: Synaptic Signaling, ENCODE-ChEA Consen-

sus: REST target genes, and MYT1L target genes.44,45 Genes occur-

ring inmultiple endotype lists were assigned to primary endotypes and

removed from others using TF-gene target information and literature

evidence.

3.1.8 Cell-based Notch proteolytic processing
assays

Human neuroblastoma (SH-SY5Y) cells stably overexpressing the

human APP751 isoform (H4-APP751 cells) were transfected withMyc-

tagged Notch (NΔED) construct and then treated with Semagacestat,

BPN-15606, or DMSO (vehicle) at a variety of concentrations by serial

dilution for an additional 24 hours. Cells were harvested 48 hours
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post-transfection, and cell lysates were prepared and analyzed by

western blotting for levels of NICD using an anti-Myc rabbit poly-

clonal antibody (Cell Signaling Cat. 2278) at a 1:1000 dilution and

for levels of β-Actin using an anti-β-Actin mouse monoclonal antibody

(Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat. 1295) at a 1:10000 dilution as detailed

previously.46 BPN-15606 Notch and β-Actin Western blots were pre-

viously reported.11

3.1.9 Aβ assays and drug treatment

Sorted neurons were plated at 4.9 × 105 cells/cm2 in a 96 well plate.

Cells were treated with vehicle (DMSO), GSM BPN-15606 or GSI

Semagacestat at various concentrations and assessed the IC50 by

performing a 10-point dose response curves in DMSO (0.01% v/v)

for 72 hours prior to the media collection as previously described.28

MesoScale V-PLEX Aβ Peptide Panel 1 (6E10) Kit (MesoScale, Cat.

K15200E-1) and CustomHuman Total Aβ kit (MesoScale, Cat. N45CA-

1) were used to assay Aβ peptides. IC50 and EC50 values represent the

concentration in nM of compound required for reducing either Aβ42
or Aβ40 levels or increasing Aβ38 levels by 50% and are themean of at

least four determinations.

3.1.10 Quantification and statistical analysis

GraphPad Prism v7.0b software was used for statistical analysis to cal-

culate the non-linear regression for IC50 determination (Aβ drug treat-
ment assays). All plots are presented inmean± SD format.

3.1.11 Data and software availability

The RNA-seq data generated in this study is available at theNCBIGEO

under the accession GSE95673.

3.2 Detailed results

3.2.1 Aβ peptide quantification and IC50 in
iPSC-derived neurons treated with GSI
(Semagacestat) or GSM (BPN-15606)

In order to demonstrate and compare the ability of the GSI Semagace-

stat and the GSM BPN-15606 to modulate Aβ proteolysis in patient-

derived neurons, NDC and PSEN1A246E mutant iPSCs were generated

and differentiated into neurons as previously described.7,13 Both con-

ditionswere treatedwithGSI orGSM,measuring overall total Aβ levels
and three key Aβ peptide alloforms (Aβ38, Aβ40, and Aβ42). Whereas

theGSI Semagacestat lowered all forms of Aβ peptides, including Aβ38
and total Aβ, the GSM BPN-15606 selectively decreased secreted lev-

els of the pathologically associated Aβ40 and Aβ42 peptides while

maintaining total Aβ levels in both NDC and PSEN1A246E neurons (Fig-

ure 1A–D).

3.2.2 Differential gene expression and regulatory
analysis in PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neurons relative
to non-demented control

To establish the gene expression changes caused by the PSEN1A246E

mutation, we performed RNA-seq in both conditions, which demon-

strated 3265 differentially expressed genes in PSEN1A246E neurons

relative to NDC (Figure 2A). In order to determine the TFs control-

ling these differentially expressed genes, we used two approaches

to characterize TF activity: ISMARA,31 a motif-centric TF activity

analysis approach which identifies the TFs and miRNAs with motif

activity change between the PSEN1A246E and NDC neurons; and

DoRothEA,32 a TF-gene target-centric activity analysis approach

which uses the viper activity inference algorithm with a curated reg-

ulon of TF-targets created from previously-published studies. In line

with our previous analysis of PSEN1A246E neurons,7 the transcriptional

regulators with the most significant activity change in the PSEN1A246E

condition by ISMARA analysis fell into four general disease-associated

of disease-causal categories, termed here as endotypes: cell cycle

(as evidenced by E2F family members),47 dedifferentiation (including

TEAD factors andPRRX2),48,49 early neuron lineage commitment (RFX

factors and RBPJ),50,51 and synaptic function (REST and NRF1)52,53

(Figure 2B). DoRothEA analysis identified the activity change of

additional endotype-associated TFs, with an increase in activation

of cell cycle (FOXM1, MYC) and dedifferentiation (SMAD3, TCF7L2)

activators,54 and a decrease in neuron lineage (SOX11, ASCL1)55,56

and synaptic function (MEIS1 and MEIS2) activators57 (Figure 2C).

Interestingly, DoRothEA analysis also identified the activation of

hallmark inflammatory TFs, including NFκB, IRF, and STAT family

members.58,59 Next, we performed pre-ranked Gene Set Enrichment

Analysis (GSEA) using fgsea34,60 with twoTF-target geneset databases:

the ENCODE-ChEA Consensus (ECC) database from Enrichr35,36 and

our custom neural-associated TF database.7 This approach similarly

revealed significant enrichment with transcriptional activation of

targets of TFs controlling cell cycle (E2F1, E2F6, FOXM1), dediffer-

entiation (YAP1/TAZ, NICD, SALL4),61 and significant enrichment

with transcriptional repression of targets of TFs controlling early

neuron lineage (SOX11, RFX2) and neuron mitochondrial function

(NRF1) (Figure 2D and E). Interestingly, targets activated by neuronal-

promoting factor MYT1L were significantly enriched with decreased

expression, whereas targets repressed by MYT1L were significantly

enriched with increased expression, suggesting that the loss of the

repressive and activation functions of MYT1L may contribute to both

the activated dedifferentiation endotype (loss of MYT1L repression)

and repressed neuronal endotypes (loss of MYT1L activation).44,45

Next, we performed pre-ranked GSEA with fgsea using the Hallmark,

Reactome, and Gene Ontology (GO) database, revealing significant

enrichment with upregulation of genes related to cell cycle and
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F IGURE 1 Gamma secretase-targeting compounds differentially modulate Aβ cleavage. (A)Molecular structure of the novel gamma secretase
modulator (GSM) BPN-15606 and the gamma secretase inhibitor (GSI) Semagacestat. (B-C) Concentration response curves for the effects of the
GSI Semagacestat and the GSMBPN-15606 in cell-based Aβ (Total Aβ, Aβ42, Aβ40, and Aβ38) peptide assays (Meso Scale) using conditioned
media from (B) NDC and (C) PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neurons treated for 72 hours; biological replicates: n= 3; mean± SD. (D) IC50 values
representing the concentration in nM of compound required for reducing levels of either Total Aβ, Aβ42, Aβ40, or Aβ38 by 50%

non-ectoderm lineage dedifferentiation (mesendoderm lineage spec-

ification as evidenced by circulatory system-related development

genesets), and significant enrichment with downregulation of gene

related to neuron lineage specification and synaptic function, in align-

ment with the endotypes identified by TF activity analysis (Figure 2F

and G).

3.2.3 Differential gene expression and regulatory
analysis in PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neurons treated
with GSI (Semagacestat) or GSM (BPN-15606)

To determine whether drugs targeting gamma secretase would have

transcriptional therapeutic reversal on the disease-associated endo-

types and the overall transcriptional dysregulation in PSEN1A246E neu-

rons, we treated PSEN1A246E neurons with either vehicle (DMSO), the

GSI Semagacestat, or the GSM BPN-15606 and performed RNA-seq.

This revealed 278 genes differentially expressed upon GSI treatment

contrasted with 544 genes differentially expressed upon GSM treat-

ment,with a greater numberof downregulatedDEGs inboth treatment

conditions (Figure 3A and B). Interestingly, the two treatment con-

ditions shared substantial DEG overlap for genes upregulated in the

PSEN1A246E condition relative to NDC and subsequently downregu-

lated upon Semagacestat or BPN-15606 treatment relative to vehicle

treatment in PSEN1A246E neurons, butmodestDEG similarity for genes

downregulated or not differentially expressed in the PSEN1A246E con-

dition relative toNDC (Figure3C). In order todeterminewhether these

unique DEGs are indicative of differential mechanisms between the

two compounds, and further characterize the transcriptional modula-

tion at the TF activity and endotype level, we again performed ISMARA

and DoRothEA analysis. Interestingly, both GSI and GSM treatment

caused an activity change reversal for endotype-associated TFs with

significant activity change in PSEN1A246E neurons by ISMARA analysis

(Figure 3D). For neuronal endotype TFs, GSI treatment resulted in a

greater activity loss for REST, whereas GSM treatment resulted in a

greater activity gain forNRF1. Themodulation of endotype-associated

TF activity was similarly observed for GSI and GSM treatments by

DoRothEA analysis, albeit with a different trend; GSM treatment

resulted in a greater overall repression of cell cycle and dedifferenti-

ation associated TFs activated in the PSEN1A246E condition relative to
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F IGURE 2 RNA-seq in PSEN1A246E neurons identifies disease endotypes. (A) RNA-seq volcano plot of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in
PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neurons relative to NDCwith a False Discovery Rate (FDR) adjusted P-value< .05. (B-C) Transcription Factors (TFs) with
predicted significant activity change in PSEN1A246E neurons by (B) ISMARAmotif analysis (based on z-score, TF-gene Pearson correlation, and
average gene target expression change) or (C) DoRothEA TF-gene target analysis (based on normalized enrichment score), curated into key
modulated disease-associated endotypes. ISMARA average target gene expression change indicated by up (increasing relative to NDC) or down
(decreasing relative to NDC) arrows. (D-E) Ranked TF-target enrichment in PSEN1A246E neurons using the (D) ENCODE-ChEAConsensus TF
database or (E) custom-defined list of neuronal associated TF-gene targets by the fgseamultilevel enrichment test. (F-G) Ranked enrichment
analysis of PSEN1A246E neuron gene expression signature using the (F) Hallmark and Reactome databases or (G) GeneOntology–Biological
Process (GOBP) by the fgseamultilevel enrichment test

NDC, whereas GSI treatment led to a greater activation of neuronal

lineage associated TFs repressed in the PSEN1A246E condition (Fig-

ure 3E). Given that our previously generated neuron associated

TF-gene target gene set list was useful for the identification of key

dysregulated TFs in PSEN1A246E neurons, we again performpre-ranked

fgsea using this list for GSI- and GSM-treated cells. This approach

demonstrated that GSI and GSM treatment similarly downregulate

the YAP1/TAZ transcriptional axis of dedifferentiation, however only

GSM treatment has a significant effect on alternative dedifferentia-

tion axes driven by Notch or SOX9 activation (Figure 3F). Similarly,

GSM treatment uniquely targets the aberrant upregulation of early

neuronal lineage state activators OTX2 and RBPJ. Surprisingly, GSI

and GSM treatment similarly represses the MYT1L-repressed targets

aberrantly upregulated in PSEN1A246E, but GSI, and not GSM, treat-

ment leads to the activation of MYT1L-activated targets aberrantly

downregulated in PSEN1A246E. As both GSI and GSM treatment both

had a larger number of significantly downregulated DEGs, we next

sought to identify the gene sets overrepresented amongst these genes.

We performed hypergeometric enrichment of downregulated DEGs

following GSI or GSM treatment using the Hallmark and GOBP gene

set libraries, revealing significant enrichment of cell cycle (Cell cycle,

G2-M checkpoint, and E2F targets) and dedifferentiation (EMT, Notch

signaling, cardiovascular, and blood vessel development) gene sets in

both treatment conditions (Figure 3G and H). Further, GSM treatment

downregulated a substantially higher number of genes driving cell

cycle re-entry and dedifferentiation compared to GSI treatment

(Figure S1A and B). Next, we expanded the enrichment approach to

pre-ranked enrichment using fgsea with the Hallmark, Reactome, and

GOBP gene set libraries. By this approach as well, gene sets related to

the cell cycle and dedifferentiation endotypeswere significantly down-

regulated by GSI and GSM treatment, however this downregulation

effect was statistically more significant for the GSM treatment condi-

tion comparedwith GSI (Figure 3K and L). As notch signaling pathways

enrichment was reversed by both GSI and GSM treatment, and Sema-

gacestat was previously found to inhibit Notch cleavage,6 we assayed

Notch proteolysis following GSI and GSM treatment. This revealed

that while Semagacestat (GSI) treatment inhibited Notch protein

cleavage into NICD, BPN-15606 (GSM) treatment allowed for normal

Notch processing (Figure 3I). Despite this difference in modulation of

gamma secretase-mediated Notch cleavage by the two drugs, GSM

treatment resulted in a greater statistically significant downregulation

of the Notch signaling geneset as well as a more substantial log2FC

downregulation of discrete Notch pathway member genes (Figure 3J).

Interestingly, the Reactome gene set Amyloid fibril formation was

upregulated in the PSEN1A246E condition relative to NDC and subse-

quently downregulated followingGSI orGSM treatment in PSEN1A246E

neurons, with a stronger enrichmentwith gene downregulation follow-

ing GSM treatment. Finally, while fgsea enrichment in the PSEN1A246E

condition relative to NDC revealed the enrichment with downregu-

lated gene expression of neuronal function genesets, such as synaptic

vesicle-mediated transmission, we did not observe these types of

gene sets enriched following GSM treatment, but did observe synaptic

function associated gene sets enrichedwith upregulation followingGSI

treatment.
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F IGURE 3 Semagacestat and BPN-15606 differentially modulate cell cycle, dedifferentiation, neuron lineage, and synaptic function disease
endotypes. (A-B) RNA-seq volcano plot of DEGs in PSEN1A246E neurons treated with (A) GSI or (B) GSM relative to vehicle (DMSO) treated
PSEN1A246E neurons with a FDR adjusted P-value< .05. (C) Heatmap and Venn diagrams of genesmodulated by GSI or GSM treatment in
PSEN1A246E neurons; PSEN1A246E condition relative to NDC; GSI and GSM treatment in PSEN1A246E neurons relative to untreated condition. (D-E)
TF activity changemodulated by GSI or GSM treatment in PSEN1A246E neurons by (D) ISMARAmotif analysis or (E) DoRothEA TF-gene target
analysis, curated into key disease-associated endotypes. (F) Ranked TF-target enrichment by the fgseamultilevel enrichment test in psen1A246E

neurons either untreated (DMSO) or treated with GSI or GSMusing a custom-defined list of neuronal associated TF-gene targets. *> 20 -log10
FDR P-value; **> 75 -log10 FDR P-value. (G-H) Hypergeometric enrichment of downregulated DEGs in GSI- or GSM-treated PSEN1A246E neurons
relative to untreated PSEN1A246E neurons using the (G) Hallmark or (H) GOBP gene set databases. (I) RepresentativeWestern blot for Notch
protein and β-Actin in BPN-15606- or Semagacestat-treated H4-APP751 cells expressingMyc-taggedNotch (NΔED). (J) log2FC differential
expression of Notch signaling genes in PSEN1A246E neurons treated with vehicle (DMSO), GSI, or GSM relative to NDC neurons; * indicates the
gene is differentially expressed relative to the untreated PSEN1A246E condition. (K-L) Ranked enrichment analysis of gene expression signatures in
PSEN1A246E neurons treated with GSI or GSM relative to untreated PSEN1A246E neurons or untreated PSEN1A246E neurons relative to NDC
neurons using the (K) Hallmark and Reactome databases or (L) GeneOntology–Biological Process (GOBP) by the fgseamultilevel enrichment test

3.2.4 Endotype transcriptional reversal in
PSEN1A246E iPSC-derived neurons treated with GSI
(Semagacestat) or GSM (BPN-15606)

To investigate the network connectivity of the four disease endo-

types modulated by Semagacestat or BPN-15606 treatment, we used

StringDB and TF-gene target databases generated from previously-

published ChIP-seq and siRNA expression data to generate PPI and

TF-gene network modules based on the DEGs and key transcrip-

tional regulators enriched for each endotype function with associ-

ated gene expression signatures for each treatment condition (DMSO,

GSI, or GSM) in PSEN1A246E neurons relative to NDC (Figure 4A–D).

Across the four endotypes, GSM treatment resulted in a greater num-

ber of PSEN1A246E-upregulated genes significantly downregulated;

the median expression of all genes within each endotype gener-

ally followed this trend, with GSM treatment leading to a greater

median overall gene expression decrease. In contrast, while GSI treat-

ment resulted in the same number of upregulated DEGs that were

PSEN1A246E-downregulated for the cell cycle and dedifferentiation

endotypes as GSM, it generated a greater number of upregulated

DEGs for the neuron lineage and synaptic function endotypes. Fur-

ther, the median expression increase of all PSEN1A246E-downregulated

DEGs for each endotype was higher for GSI treatment. In summary,

these results demonstrate that Alzheimer’s disease-causal endotypes

are sensitive to reversal by gamma secretase-targeting therapeutics

and further establishes the utility of AD-associated transcriptional
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F IGURE 4 PPI and TF-gene target interactome networks illustrate themodulation of the four key PSEN1A246E endotypes. (A-D) Combined PPI
and TF-gene target networks, incorporating key enriched transcriptional regulators, with associated gene expression change in GSI- or
GSM-treated PSEN1A246E neurons or untreated PSEN1A246E neurons for the four key endotypes: (A) Cell cycle, (B) Dedifferentiation, (C) Neuron
lineage, and (D) Synaptic function

endotypes as a metric for evaluating candidate disease modulating

therapeutics.
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